Tennessee company’s SBIR-backed training system
reduces Air Force mishaps

D

uring one of Crew Training International’s
recent training sessions, an instructor walked
the classroom full of pilots and crewmembers
through an actual real-life scenario.
The situation, the instructor explained, involved
a problem with the landing gear on a U.S. Air Force
aircraft. The pilot managed to resolve the problem and
eventually land the plane, but there were several things
she could have done to streamline the process and make
for a more efficient result.

That same afternoon, one of the pilots from the class
went on a training flight where they experienced the
exact same landing gear malfunction. Using what he
had learned from CTI’s training, they quickly worked
around the issue and landed the aircraft with little fuss.
It was, according to Gregg Montijo, CTI’s senior
program manager of crew resource management, a perfect example of the company’s training system at work.
“These are the types of stories that won’t show up
anywhere statistically because they had good outcomes,”

Montijo said. “But at the end of the day, a good
mistakes, but we like to think the overall mishap
outcome is what we want.”
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Crew Training International’s SBIR-supported Cockpit Resource Management
(CRM) training program anticipates mishaps before they can happen.

health care.
But despite its success, CTI is working hard to further streamline its CRM training through individual
case studies of past mishaps, as well as a thorough categorization system for each aircraft it teaches—a highly
detailed breakdown that Montijo calls a “23
and Me for aircraft.”
“We’ve gone back and looked at each
weapon system, looked at their mishaps and
categorized which of the CRM skills were
a factor. Whereas in the past it’s tended to

be one-size-fits-all, with this approach we’re trying to
make the training tailored to a particular aircraft and
mission,” Montijo said.
“All the CRM training we perform is with the hope
that someone walks away with new or different knowledge that can help them on a future mission.
If we have just one less mishap, the training
pays for itself many times over, the aircraft
remains in the inventory, and maybe we just
saved a few lives, not to mention having a
successful mission.”
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